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A new and green Middleburg town office
Go Green

S

Peter Leonard-Morgan

eemingly, those running this great country
appear to have rolled
the clock back decades
when it comes to certain environmental policies. Fortunately, at the state and local level,
efforts at curbing pollution
and improving overall sustainability continue apace.
The Town of Middleburg
officially created its Go Green
Committee in May 2011 to
advise the Town Council on
issues relating to environmental sustainability, energy conservation and the health and
wellness of the community.
The committee has made great
strides in various areas such as
recycling, decreasing toxic littering and improving healthy
eating and active living awareness. In 2018, it spearheaded
efforts, through the Virginia
Municipal League (VML), to
lobby the General Assembly
to pass legislation allowing
municipalities the option to
regulate the use of single-use
plastic bags - regrettably, that
initiative was ‘dead on arrival’. But we will not be deterred!
Today, the town is in the
early stages of planning a
much needed new town office
to replace it’s existing, aging
1960’s structure on West Marshall Street which it has out-

grown. Town staff needs more
space and up to date facilities,
and the Middleburg Police Department will have the opportunity to move out of separate,
leased offices and relocate
into one central town facility.
For Go Green Middleburg,
the town council and the town
staff, this represents a major
opportunity to approach the
design and build of the new
facility with a focus on green
building practices - decreased
use of resources, improved energy efficiency and conservation, reduced waste, the health
and wellness of those who
work within the structure and
its physical siting.
Globally, buildings account for a high proportion of
greenhouse gas emissions, and
buildings occupied five days a
week for ten plus hours a day,
with all their inherent technologies, lighting, heating and
cooling requiring large quantities of electricity are the biggest culprits. In fact, estimates
suggest that buildings in the
U.S. account for, nationally,
almost 40% of all energy use
as well as 65% of electricity
use, 12% of all drinking water
consumption, 38% of all carbon dioxide emissions, 30% of
all raw material use and 30%
of all waste output.
Carefully thought out siting of a new town office falls
firmly within the scope of

green building practices. One
of the key goals when locating
a building should be access
to sunlight, not simply to allow for the possibility of solar panels at some point, but
to maximize the use of natural light within the structure,
thus minimizing the need for
and use of electric lighting.
Efficient insulation is a must
to reduce the burden on HVAC
systems.
Not all ideal green focussed siting criteria may be
achievable in every case. For
example, access to transportation can be extremely difficult in some locales, whereas
in Middleburg it is a known
quantity, and limited siting
options available to the town
will make this green element
a challenge. Will the site be
the existing location, or new,
virgin space? What about
sediment and erosion, stormwater runoff and can external
surfaces and parking areas be
designed to be semi pervious,
rather than completely impervious, as is the case with asphalt?
We all have a responsibility
to play our part to ensure that
we leave our children and our
children’s children a thriving
planet. Despite all the fearmongering, the many current
and planned positive worldwide programs should fill us
with optimism, however, complacency is not an option.

THE BISTRO
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An Elegant, A La Carte, French Dining Experience
Daily: Breakfast 8:00am-10:00am
Monday-Friday: Lunch 11:30am-2:00pm
Saturday & Sunday: Brunch 11:30am-2:00pm
Thursday-Tuesday: Dinner 5:00pm-9:00pm

SEATED TASTINGS

WINE CLUBS

HORSE LOVERS

Pair your tastings with a
selection of hand crafted
cheeses & charcuterie.

From barrel to bottle, our
passion for wine is evident in
every single glass.

Book a carriage ride or
miniature horses for your
next celebration.
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Go Green
Kudos to Peter-Leonard
Morgan and the Town’s outstanding “Go Green” Committee for advocating we set yet
another good example for small

towns everywhere: this time in
dedicating ourselves to make
our proposed new Town Hall as
“green” as we can make it.

Their advocacy continues a
great tradition of Middleburg
leadership in caring for the environment, a tradition inspired,
reflected and carried on not

only by the Town, but also by
its friends and neighbors, preservationists, gardeners, and
business people.

Journeys do, indeed, begin
with a single step . . . and this
is a big one.

“The Eagle has Landed” and The Heat is On
It is with no little irony that
we celebrated the 50th anniversary of the 1969 Lunar Landing under a full moon, amid a
record-setting heatwave, in a
country in which both science
and the press are under attack,
this time at highest levels of
government.
We landed on the moon less
than a year after the long, hot

summer of 1968: when our cities burned after the assassinations of Martin Luther King;
King’s murder was followed by
that of Ted Kennedy; and the
most trusted voice in the mainstream press announced, during
the Tet offensive in Vietnam,
that that war was lost; George
Wallace ran for President and
won the electoral votes of

Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi,
Louisiana, and Arkansas; and
Americans were being spat on
in countries we had helped liberate only 23 years earlier.
Some still claim that the
landing never happened, that
the round-the-clock coverage of
it was “fake news; “ that King
and Kennedy and those they
inspired were un-American and

should have gone “back where
they came from.”
Let us hope that this month’s
celebrations of the moon landing will help remind us of our
country at its best and our oncevaunted ability to do “anything”
if we set our minds to it.
The “heat” is truly on, literally and figuratively.

In 2019 and 2020 we need,
more than ever, the kind of focus and national resolve that put
us on the moon. That means
renewing and maintaining our
trust and pride not only in science but also in the institutions
that resolved on our behalf
to put us on the moon . . . and
those that told us about it.

Editors Note: Our Humble Apologies to Washington Fine Properties and all the parties involved in
the Washington Fine Properties advertisement published by an error in the June 27, 2019 issue of the Middleburg Eccentric.

Enough
BLUE

Dan Morrow

“It is the eternal struggle between
two principles -- right and wrong -throughout the world.”
A. Lincoln.
Trump’s latest racist rants were
delivered in what can only be described as 1923- beer-hall style,
complete with crowds chanting in
unison, faces upturned, basking in
the jut-jawed posturing of their infallible leader, a scene all too reminiscent of Rome and Berlin in the 1930s
and ’40s.
We’ve heard it before, of course,
right here in America, from racists

and demagogues, cross-burners,
white supremacists and neo-Nazis.
But never in living memory have
we heard such things from the lips of
the President of the United States, in
a blatant pander to the already selfproclaimed racists who support him,
with the hope of evoking similar responses from those whose “enthusiasm” for the tweeted tenets of contemporary Trumpism falls short of
current GOP “standards”
In Charlottesville, it first took the
form of a nighttime torchlight procession of white supremacists chanting
slogans that, translated into German,
would not have been out of place in
Berlin, Munich or Nuremberg. The

next morning this writer interviewed
three heavily armed young men who
proclaimed proudly that they had
come to the home of Mr. Jefferson’s
University to help take their country back from “the Niggers and the
Jews.” That afternoon a fellow traveler, self-proclaimed white supremacist, and supporter of our current
President murdered Heather Hyer.
“Send ‘em back to Africa” was
shouted by Klansman, whispered by
members of White Citizens’ Councils and considered policy worth
discussing by soon-to-convert Dixiecrats.
Loyal German Americans faced
the same epithets during two world

wars.
Irish, Italian, and Polish Americans knew and know the chant.
Now from anywhere south of
the Rio Grande, Muslims, and others whose skin isn’t white or whose
English is accented not only hear the
chants but feel the lash, all too often
to the point of murder.
We not only refused to admit Jewish refugees during the ’30s and ’40s,
but we also sent boatloads back to
Europe and certain death.
“Foreigners Out!” was the cry.
“America for Americans.”
The German analog was “Juden
‘raus” and “Ein Volk, Ein Reich, Ein

Fuehrer.”
Enough is enough. We should be
ashamed of ourselves for allowing
this to be done to our fellow citizens
and our country.
The critical question remains, of
course, not “Where have we heard all
this before?” but a more important
one: “Why Do So Many of Us Still
Remain Silent?”
Now is, indeed, the time for all
good men to come to the aid of their
country.
Stand up. Speak out. Recall. Impeach. Indict. Convict.
Enough is enough.

America’s image has been successful. After talking with my then-high
school-aged children about their
peers and teachers several years ago,
I visited the school principal and
bet him that any graduating senior
would be unable to name 3 things
about America that they were proud
of, but that any student could easily name 5 things they believed that
were negative about America. He,
of course, declined my bet. I asked
if he was satisfied with the negative
view of our nation instilled by the
school on his watch. He gave me no
response, but based on the teachers,
the textbooks and the curriculum, it
is apparent the result is exactly what
is intended.
Disparaging the American flag
has become a cause celeb, again with
the willful participation of the media.
A case in point is Colin Kaepernick,
a spoiled, overpaid former athlete
who is the new arbiter of what is acceptable in terms of Americanism. I
would not pay a nickel to watch him
play football, but I would pay $100

to watch this know-nothing take a
middle school civics exam. He is
often described by the adoring media as being known for “taking a
knee” during the national anthem.
The term “taking a knee” is intended
by his liberal allies to portray Kaepernick in the best possible light, as
“taking a knee” generally connotes
a sign of respect and deference. The
better description is that Kaepernick
refuses to stand for the American
flag or the national anthem, a sign
of his disrespect and contempt, for
which he is applauded. Kaepernick
has been joined by Megan Rapinoe,
captain of the US Women’s Soccer Team, and she, like Kaepernick,
also disrespects our flag and what it
represents, and like Kaepernick, the
media lines up to give her a platform
to spout her leftist gibberish. I am
certain that she expects and will be
rewarded for her leftist views with
a major corporate endorsement, just
like Kaepernick.
The gang of 4 congresswomen
adoringly dubbed “the squad” by a

sympathetic media endlessly disparage our country as racist, sexist, and
anti-immigrant, without the slightest
acknowledgment of the fact that they
are members of the US Congress and
among the most powerful people in
our political system, so that they are
the proof that their allegations of racism, sexism, and whatever else-ism
are false. Regrettably, these 4 are not
outliers. In a recent poll, only 22%
of Democrats responded that they
were extremely proud to be American. I cannot name a single Democrat now running for President who
is proud of America’s history, our
system of government and America’s
contribution to peace and prosperity
in the world. Compare the dreary,
negative image of America held by
Democrats running for president
with that of President Reagan, who
characterized America as “a shining
city upon a hill whose beacon light
guides freedom-loving people everywhere.” As we celebrate another
July 4th, I am proud to embrace Ronald Reagan’s vision of our nation.

America the Beautiful
RED

Brian Vella

As a child and even into my
young adulthood, July 4th was an
unabashed feel-good celebration of
the birthday of our great nation. It
was inconceivable to me that anyone would question the concept that
America is a special place, a nation
of good people, a nation that has
done more than any other to improve
the human condition. America is the
preeminent example of a nation governed by the consent of the governed,
a nation that respects the rule of law
and strives to protect the rights of
individuals against the tyranny of
collectivism. Aside from its political
attributes, America’s contributions in
the fields of medicine, engineering,
space exploration, the arts, literature,
manufacturing, farming, energy production, and sanitation changed the
world. No nation has shown greater
empathy for its one-time adversaries than the US, providing the funding to rebuild our WWII adversaries

ExOfficio
Mark Snyder

Hello Middleburg! I speak here,
I hope simply, and as a citizen more
than a former town official. This column continues my thoughts on the
draft Middleburg Comprehensive

~ Be Local ~

and foreign aid to countries around
the world. No nation has done more
when misfortune strikes others, responding with billions of dollars of
disaster relief, funded willingly by
the American tax-payer without expectation of repayment or even gratitude from the recipients.
What changed? Regrettably, in
a little over one generation, with the
malcontents of the 1960’s generation now in control of education and
the media, the image they project of
America is so relentlessly negative
that our country is hardly recognizable. From pre-school to post-graduate studies, “educators” and much of
the media promote a divisive, leftist
ideology that distorts and misrepresents American history and America’s role in world history. Students
are indoctrinated with the self-hating
message that America is a flawed nation; selfish, wasteful and populated
by racist, sexist, homophobes who
need to be controlled by the ruling
elites in Washington. There is no
question that this effort to reshape

Plan as that compares to its predecessors.
I have paper copies of the three
previous Middleburg Comprehensive Plans from 1986, 1991 and
2000. I also downloaded the current May 2019 draft. I read them

all looking for common threads and
changes. A common thread is that
each iteration increased in length
and used increasingly modern software. The new draft employs sophisticated visual graphics and text handling software. All versions display

mbecc.com

a love for the character and history
of Middleburg along with concerns
about protection for the future. I also
observed differences, some stark,
but mostly modest and incremental.
The 1986 version was the shortest of the Plans I have; apparently,

Middleburg produced its first Comprehensive Plan in 1956, but I was
unable to find any trace of it, other
than a reference to it in the 1986
Plan, along with references to a
1967 and a 1971 Plan. They all appear to have vanished. The 1986

Plan envisioned the Middleburg
east-west bypass. The map on page
25 shows it stretching from Brown’s
Corner near Sam Fed Road, crossing what is now Salamander Resort
to near Zulla Road. I am not sure
how they planned the connection to
the divided lanes of route 50 west of
town, but the plan affirms the bypass
as endorsed by the 1967 plan, stating that it “offers the only long term
solution to the problem of congestion in Middleburg’s downtown.”
The 1967 Plan endorsed the bypass
as proposed by the Virginia Department of Highways.
The 1991 Plan also endorsed this
bypass, displaying it on Map VII-1
following page VII-7. This map also
shows what is now Salamander with
an extension of the Ridgeview neighborhood into the then in-town portion

of that property (conversely, Map
VI-2 also depicts a park site in the
northern portion of this Ridge View
extension The 1991 Plan emphasized
population declines, due primarily to
aging citizenship. This plan encouraged more “quality” growth, roads,
parking and sidewalks connecting to
the business district. While it fretted
over a declining population due to an
aging populace, it was seeking more
land for new housing developments.
This plan, at 59 pages and 6 maps,
was almost twice the length of the
1986 Plan.
The 1991 Plan strengthened the
ideas of historic and small-town
preservation addressed in the 1986
Plan. It also encouraged the townhouses on the western and eastern
areas of town. These townhouses are
here now. They seem somewhat in-
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congruous in the context of a small
rural and historic town and did little
to alleviate any perceived need for
“affordable” housing. (Windy Hill
did eventually much more for affordable housing!)
The 2000 Plan, which the current draft will replace, was the first
to repudiate a bypass in preference
to traffic calming techniques. It was
more than twice the length of its 1986
predecessor, and about 24% longer
than its 1991 predecessor was. In-fill
development was preferred to adding
new neighborhood development. It
further strengthened the concept of a
hard-edge between the development
inside the town and rural areas outside. Although the 2000 Plan never
envisioned the Salamander Resort,
it may have set the stage for it. The
2000 Plan kept what was then the

“Harriman property” undeveloped
(with a low housing density). Thus,
it was still available for the resort, in
any case, when Sheila Johnson came
along.
The current 2019 draft Plan appears to deviate only modestly from
the earlier plans I reviewed. It may
be more of a tweak than a wholesale
re-write. This is even though it includes many striking visual changes.
I did notice that it appears to consolidate goals into one per chapter. This
may reflect the Planning Commission’s wish to strengthen the selected
goals or a reaction to the increasing
numbers of preceding Plans. The
draft Plan also emphasizing the
need for housing to address a “wider
range” of residents, without providing any meaningful definition. Most
significantly, the draft Plan incorpo-

rates detailed concepts and designs
for redeveloping Federal Street. This
concept and its design ideas reflect
the work the Commission has given
this topic over several years. Finally,
it looks toward housing that will appeal to young people and those raising families. The draft should now
invite a review of the Zoning Ordinance, the typical method for implementing a new Comprehensive Plan.
Do you find this informative?
Do you have questions or ideas you
want me to address in a future column – should I continue the column?
I would love to hear your comments,
suggestions or questions, so please
send them to the Eccentric!

next to the mission control room to
be able to work closely with everyone.
The year before launch, which
was planned for 1972, we worked
very closely with the same people
who put men on the moon. What I
will never forget is the attitudes of
the people. These ordinary people
who went for the challenge to do
something extraordinary. They were
very professional and had an intense
desire to get things done right. They
were very proud of their work.
After several delays and after the
last moon mission we were ready to
launch Skylab. Most of us went to
the Cape to watch the launch. The
Saturn V rocket was impressive. The
3 stages sent a man to the moon. For

Skylab, the third stage was the space
station where astronauts would live
and work. The launch was an unforgettable experience. From the
official viewing area, we could hear
the countdown and see the rocket
ignition. The sound of this powerful
rocket was overwhelming. The earth
shook. The sight and sound of the
launch was something I will never
forget.
Shortly after the launch, we got
some devastating news. The heat
shield and one of the solar panels
had gotten tangled up during deployment. This meant that we only had
half the power, and the space station
would get too hot. It looked like the
mission was doomed.
Again, NASA engineers stepped

up to the challenge. They figured
out how they could replace the damaged heat shield with an “umbrella”
and operate with the damaged power
system. With some delay, the mission was back. The astronauts were
launched to the space station where
they could make the necessary repairs and save the mission.
During the mission, I worked with
other scientists and people in mission
control to optimize the mission. The
data we got was spectacular even
though it was on photographic film.
Its quality was not surpassed until
another mission I got to work on in
the 1990s.
The positive energy all around us
concerning working on this program
was something I will always cherish.

Putin is a Yuri Andropov look alike
(Andropov was the KGB Director
1967-1982) who later attained the
General Secretaryship of the Soviet
Communist Party (not unlike how
Putin acceded to power.) Everything
Putin thinks and does is characterized
by his KGB beginnings, his training,
his actions, and therefore how he can
be predicted to behave.
The Russia investigation, and the
ancillary issues of collusion and perverting the course of justice, should
be looked at through the Russian
– Putin lens, not that of a group of
Washington lawyers, however legally smart.
One starts in Moscow, not Washington, works backward in time and
space, to where the Putin machinery
interacted in its many and varied odious ways with United States persons,
and their international cohorts. To
do this you have to know the inner
mindset of Putin and his FSB operatives, his oligarchic friends, his
security system, his deception techniques, and his electronic eavesdropping capabilities and procedures, of
which cyber penetration of the US
2016 election is merely one amongst
many.
Putin and his closest staff, plus
the trusted foot soldiers that make up
his evil coterie and do the dirty work
on the ground, had a strategy, and
detailed plans and US personnel targets that devolved from this strategy.
Unraveling that strategy and plan is
step one.
It’s pretty clear to the layperson
that Putin wanted sanctions lifted
with the west and, at a more grandiose level, Putin has a desire to restore
mother Russia to another level of rec-

ognition and self-aggrandizement for
himself, at the expense whenever and
wherever possible of what he sees
as the old adversaries in NATO and
their associated allies. Nothing new
here. Absolutely not. But, and here’s
the problem, he has a business and
personal dealings with a man and his
business emissaries, his family, and
other foreign ne’er-do-wells, who
wants to be President of the United
States. This is unprecedented, and a
golden opportunity for Putin machinations.
The secret of Putin’s success is to
never put his prize in danger of being
accused of chicanery, or collusion, or
worse. Russia becomes a means of
assisting ascendancy to the highest
American office. An American, intelligence oriented “Red Team” would
have examined the fine detail – the
minutia of meetings, the intercepted
emails, cell calls, the bugged rooms,
tagged vehicles, the travel plans associated with who, where, and when,
and then there is, of course, the Five
Eyes clandestine data, sheer gold but
only for the very trusted and cleared
few.
Putin’s people’s tradecraft is not
to communicate while others listen, to launder money often in cash
through multiple channels with no
traceable fingerprints, to hold several
passports and identities, to travel in
private jets, use diplomatic pouches
clandestinely, to always guard their
back and personal weaknesses whenever possible, and to disarm and
disassemble with consummate skill.
This is what the FSB and its surrogates in both the Russian mafia and
the wealthy oligarchs are all about.
Bad people have to move, eat dinner,
talk and spend their ill-gotten gains.

The intercept and trailing operations, the clandestine and covert collection sources and methods of the
Five Eyes are beyond the skill set
of FSB counterintelligence, and also
totally remote from Robert Mueller
and a group of Washington lawyers
and politicos. The key players in
a well-chosen US “Red Team” are
not anywhere on the Mueller scope.
This is not about “Mens Rea Actus
Rea”. This is about what my forebears and my mentors did to save the
world from Adolf Hitler and the Nazi
menace. Lawyers do not play in this
domain unless especially trained and
experienced in the multiple varied
tradecrafts of contemporary intelligence.
A “Red Team” needs to reassemble the Mueller data, and reevaluate side-by-side with other
special intelligence at the highest
multinational Five Eyes levels. The
people in charge need to be the very
best and the brightest of the current
community, nothing more, nothing
less. I guarantee that the assessments
will be different, the outcomes will
be different, and the conclusion language will not be written in legalese
but the precise words of an accurate,
unvarnished, totally apolitical nonpartisan assessment. Let it happen.
The American people deserve no
less. The Mueller Report and its underlying data is merely the beginning
of a probe into the darkest and, sadly,
the most salacious and cleverly executed Russian intelligence operation
against the United States since the
Cold War ended. The United States
will get there. It’s in the American
DNA, as part of an enduring tradition
of uncovering the truth.

NASA’s Apollo Program
A Scientist’s Perspective
Art Poland, PhD

On the 50th anniversary of our
landing men on the moon, I am fortunate to be able to reflect on my participation in that effort. The group I
was working with were developing a
telescope to fly on Apollo and look
at the Sun’s corona or outer atmosphere. As we were beginning to develop the telescope, NASA decided
to build a space station and fly our
telescope on it. This meant we could
build a much larger telescope than
originally planned. It would fly on
Skylab, man’s first space station, as
part of the Apollo telescope mount; a
group of solar observing telescopes.
Our group built, tested, operated, and
analyzed the data from this telescope.

Several other groups built other telescopes to study other aspects of the
Sun’s atmosphere. Working on this
project that was associated with the
moon-landing program was extremely exciting for a young scientist.
Preparing for the launch was quite
an experience. Building and testing the telescope before launch was
perhaps typical of preparing any new
telescope. However, we made frequent trips to Houston to work with
the astronauts to brief them on how to
operate the telescope and help them
understand what they were going to
do, the science behind the work. We
also worked in mission control so we
could understand the operation of a
manned mission. During the mission,
we scientists would have our room

Letter From the Plains
Anthony Wells

As a 50 year veteran of the Five
Eyes intelligence community and the
only living person known to have
worked for both British intelligence
as a British citizen and US intelligence as an American citizen, I have
a different view of the Mueller investigation. The latter, US Intelligence,
covers its original mandate, its goals,
methodology, the people who were
recruited to assist Robert Mueller,
and their investigatory strategy and
tactics, and their conclusions.
I have been on the inside of the
darkest intelligence operations and
analysis of the pre and post-Cold War
era. This influences what I am about
to ask Eccentric readers to consider
and draw your conclusions irrespective of me.
The Mueller team was made up
primarily of lawyers, and the boss
himself, as a former FBI Director,
viewed the whole investigatory process through a legal lens, not that of
an intelligence specialist providing
the very best unvarnished facts.
“Actus Reus & Mens Rea” drove
the Mueller team, constantly measuring outcomes in terms of presenting
to a twelve-person jury and what
would, or would not, stand up in
court, providing a “guilty verdict beyond all reasonable doubt”. Also, we
all learned that Justice Department
Rules prevent prosecuting a sitting
President.
Was this perhaps a wrong approach, with the wrong people,
producing a legalistic result, using
legal metrics that, though correct in
a courtroom, bear no relationship
to the real actionable facts based on

sound intelligence?
It may be argued that the Mueller
approach was disingenuous, particularly as he had no Justice Department
remit to prosecute the President.
What I will present is unadulterated by any form of partisanship, or
playing to a political gallery or other
audience with preconceived ideas.
The FBI is a law enforcement
agency. Director Mueller dealt with
post facto events and led key prosecutions according to well established
US legal principles. That is 100%
how it should be. But, and this the
huge “But”, there is another approach
that can have different outputs, leading to totally different conclusions,
as a result of which decision-makers
can make policy decisions based on
thorough and reliable intelligence.
I guarantee that exactly the same
number of professional intelligence
experts as there were lawyers on Director Mueller’s team, working with
the same initial data available and
accumulated during the course of the
investigation, the intelligence assessment that could have been produced
after two years would have been
very different from the contentious
legalistically oriented conclusions of
the Mueller Report and the Attorney
General’s response to Congress.
Why is this and why would an
independent intelligence assessment
have been more fruitful, a “Red
Team” running in parallel with Director Mueller’s team, and something
that would satisfy the American people, versus the legalistic criteria and
conclusions, used and drawn by Attorney General Barr and presumably
his key staff?
Let’s get back to basics. Vladimir
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